Change, Communications, and Training

CCT is a team dedicated to preparing campus stakeholders for change by equipping them with resources and training on the new financial system.

Engagement Activities

Strategize and plan activities to include and involve stakeholder groups in the FMM program, with tailored approaches for varying needs.

Town Halls  Workshops  Campus Conversations  Coffee Chats  Focus Groups and Surveys

Communications

Communicate FMM information to promote awareness and build knowledge of the new system. The main communication channels are listed below.

FMM Website  FMM Mailing List  Program Update Newsletter

Training

Develop the overall training strategy, FMM training content, and the delivery plan for a successful training program and ongoing support after go-live.

The Office of Financial Training (OFT) will provide training on policies, processes, procedures, core financial principles, and other UCSB systems.

The OFT leads the FMM training team and will deliver training specific to Oracle Financials Cloud and the Common Chart of Accounts.

Stay Connected: Join the FMM mailing list today!